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Category:Amusement park simulation games Category:Windows games Category:Windows-only gamesQ: Javascript
file inside another javascript file I have created a javascript file that's located inside a folder in my project. How can I
include this file inside another javascript file that's located inside the same folder? (using AppCode) A: There are
many ways to do it. Use CommonJS and require. include a script tag in your main file modify your main file with a
post-processing step that adds the needed script tag Use CommonJS and require Create a file common.js in your
project root with this content: require("./my-script"); JavaScript my-script.js // Add your script code Then, in your
main.js file, in your require call, change it to: require("common.js") modify your main.js file with a post-processing
step that adds the script A post-processing step is a code snippet that is run after the build process to do something to
your code, or modify the file in some way. You can add it in a build step (such as the one available when you create a
new project) or you can add it manually: AppCode is already doing this when you build (and after a clean build too).
When building, you have the opportunity to choose how to handle your output files and whether or not to try to make
them executable. In the case of scripts, it will try to do its best to make them executable as you might have configured
to do that with the "Executeable" action under "Product" in the Scheme editor, and it will also add an run_js_script.sh
or run_js_script.bat script to make them executable. After building, you can test that the files are executable by
opening them from the file explorer. In my opinion, using a post-processing step is a better approach. There are fewer
places where things can get messed up and it gives you more control over the file (for example, if you want to copy it
to another location or edit it). Q: Does a copy of everyone you share a calendar with, also get event summaries? Does a
copy of everyone you share a calendar with, also get event summaries? I.e. by default does an
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